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Theory of surface nuclear magnetic resonance with applications to geophysical imaging problem
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The general theory of nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! imaging of large electromagnetically active
systems is considered. We emphasize particularly noninvasive geophysical applications such as the imaging of
subsurface water content. We derive a general formula for the NMR response voltage, valid for arbitrary
transmitter and receiver loop geometry and arbitrary conductivity structure of the medium in which the nuclear
spins reside. It is shown that in cases where the conductivity is large enough such that the electromagnetic skin
depth at the Larmor frequency is of the same order or smaller than the measurement depth, there are diffusive
retardation time effects that significantly alter the standard NMR response formula used in the literature. The
formula now includes the full complex response, the imaginary part of which has previously been observed but
not modeled. These differences are quantified via numerical investigation of various effectively one-
dimensional model inverse problems with a horizontally stratified nuclear spin and conductivity distribution. It
is found that inclusion of the imaginary part of the response significantly stabilizes the inversion. Large
quantitative differences are found between conducting and insulating cases in physically relevant situations. It
is shown also that the diffusive long time tail of the signal may be used to infer the distribution of time
constantsT1, normally not measurable in geophysical applications. Although in present applications the signal
due to this tail is immeasurably small, this relationship may become useful in the future.

PACS number~s!: 41.20.2q, 47.55.Mh, 76.60.Pc, 93.85.1q
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! technique@1# al-
lows one to obtain information about the nuclear spin eq
librium thermodynamics and nonequilibrium dynamics in
atomic, molecular, or condensed matter system. The m
sured NMR voltage is a superposition of ac signals aris
from all the precessing nuclear spins within the field of vie
and the Larmor frequency and decay rates of the signal
be used to obtain information about the physical and che
cal environments of the spins. By varying in a controll
manner the geometry of the applied dc and ac fields, a sp
image of the nuclear spin density may be obtained from
appropriate inversion of the data, and this is the basis,
example, of medical magnetic resonance imaging~MRI!.

This paper is concerned mainly with noninvasive ge
physical applications ofsurface NMR @2#, in which both
transmitter and receiver loops are restricted to the Ear
surface@3#. The depth to which an NMR tipping pulse ma
be transmitted from the Earth’s surface, and the return sig
subsequently detected, is fundamentally limited by the L
mor frequency of the nuclear spins. The earth has a sig
cant conductivity~varying roughly in the range 0.02–1 S/m
depending mainly on salinity!. The electromagnetic~EM!
skin depth then falls below 1 m at frequencies in the rang
0.25–10 MHz, and below 100 m at frequencies in the ra
25–1000 Hz.

The Larmor frequency of an otherwise unperturbed p
ton ~hydrogen nucleus! spin in the Earth’s magnetic field
Be.0.5G, is nL.2.1 kHz. Since atomic scale internal field
are always much larger thanBe , this limits the detectable
substances to those with effectively vanishing internal fie
Hydrogen containing compounds, such as water and hy
carbons in the liquid state, are the primary examples of s
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~1!/1290~23!/$15.00
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substances. The rapid motion of the molecules in the liq
state effectively averages the atomic scale fields to zero~an
effect known as ‘‘motional narrowing’’!. Detectable quanti-
ties of liquid hydrocarbons rarely lie within 100 m of th
Earth’s surface, so the main application of geophysical s
face NMR tools is to the imaging of subsurface water@4–6#.

The object of this paper is to provide a rigorous theore
cal basis for the geophysical water imaging problem, and
specificity most of our physical estimates will be based up
this application. The theory we develop, however, is co
pletely general and applicable to any surface NMR imag
problem, even though the physical frequency and len
scales may vary considerably~the example of high-field
medical MRI is discussed briefly below!. To obtain maximal
depth sensitivity it is crucial to account properly for the no
trivial EM properties of the Earth@7#. In addition to the
obvious exponential decay of the amplitude of the rf sig
on the scale of the skin depth, we will show that there is
even more importantphase delayeffect arising from the
slow, diffusive nature of EM propogation in a conductin
medium. This effect will be shown to be important even
depths considerably less than the skin depth. Although s
cial cases have been recognized in the literature@8#, this
phase delay effect has never, to our knowledge, been con
ered in the full generality necessary for quantitative spa
image reconstruction.

These same effects occur in high field medical MRI. E
timates based on frequency dependent permittivity and c
ductivity data for human tissues@9# show that typical skin
depths fall below 10 cm and typical wavelengths fall belo
30 cm as the applied field rises above about 2 T@10#. One
may then expect the conductivity effects we discuss
become extremely important as the applied field is pus
into the multi-Tesla range~8 T full body systems now exist!.
In particular, the applied ac field may be expected to v
1290 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 62 1291THEORY OF SURFACE NUCLEAR MAGNETIC . . .
substantially in amplitude through the body. However, me
cal imaging is concerned mainly with resolving sharp bou
aries between different types of tissue~bone surfaces, blood
vessel walls, etc.!. Since positional resolution is determine
by uniformity of applied gradients in the dc field~which are
degraded by variations in magnetic permeability rather t
conductivity @11#!, it turns out that as long as the ac fie
variation is reasonably smooth over the imaged region,
cellent images of such qualitative variations in the tiss
properties may still be obtained@12#.

In contrast, quantitative measurements, say, of proto
spin density in a given region~as is of primary importance in
geophysical applications! requires accurate modeling of th
ac field amplitude and phase variations and full attention
the imaging theory developed in this paper. Due to the co
plex structure of the human body, such modeling is v
difficult @13#. Exploring these issues in detail is importa
work for the future, but lies beyond the scope of the pres
paper.

The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. In S
II we use the Maxwell equations in a conducting mediu
together with the specified geometry of the NMR transmit
and receiver loops, to derive a generalimaging equation,
which takes the form of an integration kernel that produ
the measured NMR voltage when integrated against a g
subsurface water distribution. It is shown that this ker
reduces to the standard one used in the literature@4–6# only
in a certain ‘‘adiabatic’’ limit in which the nuclear spin dy
namics is slow compared to all environmental diffusive
laxation times, for example, for an insulating Earth.

In Sec. III we consider some simple examples. The ph
delay effect is illustrated quantitatively for the simplest an
lytically treatable case of a point dipole in an infinite hom
geneous conducting medium. The fields in the presence
homogeneous conducting half-space are also introduced
later numerical computations.

In Sec. IV we carefully pose the inverse problem in whi
a series of NMR voltage measurements is used to infer
water distribution, and in Sec. V we study this problem n
merically. Large deviations from the adiabatic~insulating!
limit are observed in physical parameter ranges commo
characteristic of geophysical field measurements. The in
sion of the imaginary part of the imaging data is shown
add an independent datum to the inversion process, the
improving the resolution of the estimated model. We sh
also that in a conducting earth the NMR signal has a
time dc tail whose amplitude is determined by the distrib
tion of T1 decay times. Unfortunately, in present applicatio
the level of this signal is immeasurably low. Future expe
ments may, however, be capable of making use of this r
tionship.

II. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION GOVERNING NMR
RESPONSE

A. Nuclear magnetization dynamics

In the absence of the applied ac field, the applied st
field B0 polarizes the nuclear spins according to@1#

MN
(0)~r !51.70310210MN

sat B0

Be

nN~r !

2nH2O

Troom

T
B̂0 , ~2.1!
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where Be50.5 G, MN
sat52nH2OmN50.94 erg/G cm3 is the

saturated magnetization that would be observed in bulk
ter if all the nuclear moments were aligned,nN(r ) is the
number density of nuclear magnetic moments at positior
~equal to twice the number density of water!, nH2O53.35

31022 cm23 is the bulk molecular number density of wate
Troom5300 K, andB̂0 is a unit vector along the static field
The rationN /2nH2O is just the porosity of the medium. Thi
formula indicates that a net imbalance of barely one in
billion of the nuclear moments, corresponding to roughly
moments in each cubic micron of volume, align with th
Earth’s field. However, in a volume 100 m on a side a n
imbalance of about 10 moles of spins~equivalent to 90 cm3

of saturated water! are aligned, and therein lies the feasibili
of the technique.

The ac fieldBT (r ,t) generated by the transmitter co
causesMN to tip away from, and subsequently precess abo
B0 at the ~angular! Larmor frequencyvL52pnL5gB0.
Hereg526, 752 G21 s21 for the proton, is the gyromagneti
ratio. Explicitly, let BT

'5BT2(B̂0•BT)B̂0 be the componen
of BT perpendicular toB0, and letBT

'5BT
11BT

2 be the de-
composition of this orthogonal field into circularly polarize
co-rotating and counter-rotating components~see Sec. IV for
the mathematical procedure for accomplishing this decom
sition!. The co-rotating componentBT

1 rotates clockwise
aroundB0 at the Larmor frequency, and the magnetizati
evolves according to@1#

MN~r ,t !5MN
(0)~r !cos@uT~r ,t !#1@MN

(0)~r !3B̂T
1~r ,t !#

3sin@uT~r ,t !#, ~2.2!

whereMN
(0)5xNB0 is the equilibrium nuclear magnetizatio

density due to the Earth’s field,B̂T
1(r ,t) is a unit vector

pointing alongBT
1(r ,t), and the tipping angle is given b

uT(r ,t)5vT(r )t, in which t is being measured from the on
set of the transmitter field, and the tipping ratevT(r )
[guBT

1u(r ) is time independent if the magnitude ofBT
1 is

time independent. ThusMN lagsBT
1 by 90°, and the angle o

the precessing spin increases at constant ratevT . Equation
~2.2! is obtained by transforming the usual rotating fram
expression back into the laboratory frame, and is require
this form for the computations that follow. The magnetiz
tion generates an associated nuclear magnetic current@14#

jN5c“3MN ~2.3!

which then serves as a source term in the Maxwell equat
for the corresponing nuclear magnetic fieldBN(r ,t) ~see be-
low!.

Note that even for an insulating earth the transmitted fi
decays rapidly far from the transmitter loop, and, as a rule
thumb, spins will not be tipped substantially at distanc
larger than the diameter of this loop. In typical application
100-m-diam circular or figure-eight loops are used. Curre
in the range 200–300 A are generated, which then yi
fields in the 1022 G range roughly within the~100 m)3 vol-
ume below the loop. ThusvT /vL;0.02 and hencenT
[vT/2p;40 Hz.
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1292 PRE 62WEICHMAN, LAVELY, AND RITZWOLLER
After the transmitter field is shut off after a pulse timetp ,
the magnetization will continue to precess for some time
the fixed angleuT(r ,tp). However, various decay process
act continuously and lead to an exponential decay of
magnetization back to its equilibrium form. This involve
both an increase in the component along the Earth’s field
a decrease in the components orthogonal to it. The de
processes in general act differently on these two compone
and a phenomenological form forMN is

MN~r ,t !5MN
(0)~r !$12e2(t2t l )/T1(r )1e2(t2t l )/T1(r )

3cos@uT~r ,tp!#%1e2(t2t t)/T2(r )

3@MN
(0)~r !3B̂T

1~r ,t !#sin@uT~r ,tp!#, ~2.4!

where T1 and T2 are the longitudinal and transverse tim
constants, respectively@15#. Clearly, these same decay pr
cesses are acting during the time interval 0,t,tp as well,
and the extrapolated originst l andt t of the decay are actu
ally given approximately bytp/2 rather thantp itself. Both
this tp/2 rule and validity of~2.2! in this time interval de-
pend implicitly on an assumption thattp!T1 ,T2 is short
compared to the decay times.

We comment that the transmitter current does not turn
and off instantaneously, and there will be some additio
delay timetd between the switching of the current and t
switching of the transmitted magnetic field as it propaga
into the ground. During the switching of the transmitted fie
pulse at a pointr in the ground, the magnetization may u
dergo some complicated dynamics. However, as long as
durationtsw of the switching is small compared to the pul
lengthtp , and so long asvT!vL , this dynamics will tip the
nuclear spins by a very small angle, of ordervTtsw
!vTtp , and will therefore correct the final precession an
u(tp), as well as the azimuthal phase of the precessing s
by an amount of ordertsw/tp . Thus, as long as one has th
triple separation of time scalestsw;td!tp!T2, the magne-
tization dynamics will be governed accurately by~2.2! and
~2.4!.

B. NMR voltage

The measured observable is the induced voltage,VR(t), in
a receiver coil due to the time evolution of the subsurfa
nuclear magnetization in response to the applied field

VR~ t !52
1

c

dFR

dt
, ~2.5!

whereFR(t) is the time varying magnetic flux through th
receiver loop

FR~ t !5E
SR

B~r ,t !•n̂dA5E
CR

A~r ,t !•dl ~2.6!

whereB5“3A is the total magnetic field from all source
andSR denotes a surface spanning the receiver loopCR . In
many applications the transmitter coil, which generates
applied field, is the same as the receiver coil. This actu
simplifies certain calculations~see below!, but we will not
specialize to this case until the end.
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It is convenient to express~2.6! as a volume integral using
appropriated functions to limit the contributions to the curv
CR . Thus, let the closed curveCR be parametrized by

gR~s!, 0<s< l R , g~0!5g~ l R!. ~2.7!

The unit vectort̂(s)5]sg(s)/u]sg(s)u is the tangent vector
to the curve ats. If CR is parametrized by path length, the
u]sgR(s)u[1 andl R becomes the length of the curve. In an
case, define the vector field

JR~r !5E
0

l R
ds]sgR~s!d„r2gR~s!…. ~2.8!

ClearlyJR vanishes unlessr lies on the curveCR . It is easy
to check that this integral is independent of the parametr
tion of the curveCR . Also, if JR(r ) is integrated over a
small surface element cutting the curve atr5g(s0), the re-
sult is the tangent vectort̂(s0). It follows then that~2.6! may
be rewritten in the form

FR~ t !5E d3rA~r ,t !•JR~r !. ~2.9!

Physically,JR(r ) is the current density associated with a
ideal unit current flowing along the curveCR .

C. Computation of the physical applied field

It is useful to definetwo magnetic field distributions in the
absenceof any nuclear magnetic effects. The first is th
physical field resulting from currents in the transmitter co
The second is a mathematically constructedadjoint field, re-
lated to the fictitious receiver coil currentJR , that enters the
formula for the NMR response.

We define the physical field first. LetBT(r ,v)e2 ivt be the
magnetic field distribution generated by an oscillating c
rent, I T(t)5I T

0e2 ivt in the transmitter coil~the frequency
here will, of course, ultimately become the Larmor fr
quency of the nuclear spins!. For an ideal wire, the corre
sponding current density will take the formI T

0JT(r ), in
whichJT(r ) is defined by the analog of~2.8! for the trans-
mitter loop. The computation of this field requires that t
subsurface permeability,m(r ), and permittivity, e(r )
5e8(r )14p is8(r )/v, distributions be given. Heree8(v)
ands8(v) are defined to be real and parametrize the real
imaginary parts of the dielectric function. Since the physi
time-domain fields are real, bothe8 and s8 are evenfunc-
tions of frequency. At the low frequencies of interest to ge
physical applicationse8 is the bound charge dc dielectri
constant ands8 is the free charge dc conductivity. Mor
generally, for higher frequency applications, independ
measurements ofe8(v), s8(v), andm(v) must be obtained
for input into the present theory@9#. These quantities are
generally second rank tensors, but we ignore this possib
and assume an isotropic medium here. Of primary inte
will be the values of these fields in the subsurface. The c
responding vector potentialAT(r ,v) is defined in the usua
way via BT(r ,v)5“3AT(r ,v).

The Maxwell equations may be reduced to a single eq
tion for the vector potential@14#,
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“3S 1

m
“3AD2ek2A5

4p

c
jS , ~2.10!

wherek5v/c, e5e814p is8/v is the complex dielectric
constant, andjS(r ) is the total current density from a
sources. A gauge has been chosen so that the electric fie
just E5 ikA. It is convenient to define the operator

L~m,e8,s8;v!5¹3S 1

m
¹3 D2ek2I , ~2.11!

which then allows us to express~2.10! in the compact form
LA5(4p/c) jS . Here,I is the 333 identity matrix. The so-
lution AT is then to be obtained from this equation by su
stituting an appropriate form forjS—typically the given cur-
rent I T flowing in an ideal transmitter coil wire.

The low frequency form of Eq.~2.10! may be converted
to time domain with the simple correspondence2 iv→] t ,
yielding

“3S 1

m
¹3AD1

1

c2~e8] t
214ps8] t!A~r ,t !5

4p

c
jS~r ,t !,

~2.12!

which is then a wave equation withc2/e85v2 being the
local speed of light in the subsurface, and an added lin
time derivative dissipative term, which leads to a basic f
decay time,td54ps8/e8, of the fields in the absence ofjS .

D. Computation of adjoint fields

The Hermitian adjoint of the operatorL is given by

L †~v!5¹3S 1

m*
¹3 D2e* k2I

5L~2v!

5L~m* ,e8,2s8;v!. ~2.13!

At low frequenciesm is real, and it is the presence of diss
pation through a nonzero conductivity that leads to non-s
adjointness.

If A(r ,v) is the solution to~2.10!, we define now the
adjoint field Ã(r ,v) as the solution to

L †~v!Ã5
4p

c
jS . ~2.14!

Below we will require an adjoint field that is a solution
~2.14! in which jS is replaced by a form involvingJR .

In the low frequency limit we recover~2.12!, but with the
substitution s8→2s8. Solutions to ~2.12! are causal
@A(r ,t) is sensitive only to earlier time currents,j s(r ,t8)
with t8,t], but solutions to the adjoint equation are an
causal @Ã(r ,t) is sensitive only to later time currents
j s(r ,t8) with t8.t]. These causality properties are gener
not limited to the low frequency limit@14#.
is
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E. NMR response for given applied field
and nuclear magnetization

The contribution to the receiver flux from magnet
sources in the ground may now be computed as follo
From ~2.9! one has

FR~ t !5E dv

2p
e2 ivtE d3rJR~r !•A~r ,v!

[E dv

2p
e2 ivt^JRuA~v!&, ~2.15!

where the second line serves to define the usual inner p
uct, and it should be recalled thatJR is real.

Now, letA(r ,v) be the field associated with the fictitiou
currentJR , and letÃR(r ,v) be the corresponding adjoin
field:

L~v!AR~v!5
4p

c
JR ,

L †~v!ÃR~v!5
4p

c
JR . ~2.16!

Since JR is independent of v, the relation L †(v)
5L(2v) implies that ÃR(v)5AR(2v). The Fourier
transform of the right-hand side of~2.16! is given by
(4p/c)JR(r )d(t), so thatAR(r ,t) is the response and
ÃR(r ,t)5A(r ,2t) is the adjoint response of the vector p
tential to ad-function current pulse att50. For example, the
time domain form of~2.16! becomes

“3F 1

m
“3ÃR~r ,t !G1

1

c2 ~e8] t
224ps8] t!ÃR~r ,t !

5
4p

c
JR~r !d~ t !. ~2.17!

By causality,AR(r ,t) vanishes fort,0 andÃR(r ,t) van-
ishes fort.0.

From ~2.10! one may derive the following identity:

^JRuA~v!&5~c/4p!^L†~v!ÃR~v!uA~v!&

5~c/4p!^ÃR~v!uL~v!A~v!&

5^ÃR~v!u j ~v!&, ~2.18!

which yields

FR~ t !5E d3r E
0

`

dt8ÃR~r ,2t8!• j ~r ,t2t8!

5E d3r E
0

`

dt8AR~r ,t8!• j ~r ,t2t8! ~2.19!

in which j5 jT1 jR1 jN is the physical current density arisin
from both the NMR apparatus and the nuclear spins. T
contribution fromjT , representing the mutual inductance b
tween the transmitter and receiver coils~in the presence of
the ground!, will be extremely large while the transmitte
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1294 PRE 62WEICHMAN, LAVELY, AND RITZWOLLER
coil is turned on, and will in general swamp all other cont
butions @16#. It is for this reason that typical experiment
protocols call for taking data onlyafter a suitable lag time
following turn off of the transmitter coil. The contributio
from jR represents the self-inductance of the receiver coi
the presence of the ground, and is subject to the design o
experimental apparatus. Both these contributions may t
be thought of as additive noise terms that degrade the N
measurement. Finally, usingjN5c“3MN , the contribution
of interest from the nuclear spin dynamics may be written
the form

1

c
FR

N~ t ![E d3r E
0

`

dt8BR~r ,t8!•MN~r ,t2t8!,

~2.20!

in which an integration by parts has been performed
BR(r ,t)5“3AR(r ,t) is the corresponding magnetic field
The measured voltage due to the nuclear spins is

VR
N~ t !52E d3r E

0

`

dt8BR~r ,t8!•] tMN~r ,t2t8!.

~2.21!

This relation is the basic result of this section. In comparis
with real data, it might be more convenient to Fourier an
lyze the voltage signal to obtain

VR
N~v!5 ivE d3rBR~r ,v!•MN~r ,v!. ~2.22!

Results forBR , to be described below, are most simp
computed in Fourier space. The frequency spectrum ofMN
will generally consist of a strong peak, broadened by deph
ing and equilibration effects, centered on the Larmor f
quency. ThusBR actually need only be computed in a neig
borhood of the Larmor frequency.

Equation~2.21! shows that the receiver signal at timet
has contributions from the nuclear magnetization ove
range of timest8,t determined by the ‘‘memory function’
BR . As shown above, this function represents a spread
magnetic signal due to a current pulse in the receiver lo
The contribution to the flux at timet is then determined by
the interaction of the time reverse of this signal with t
various nuclear spins that it encounters as it moves backw
in time. Physically, of course, exactly the opposite is happ
ing: each nuclear spin is sending out a spreading signal
ward in time that eventually crosses the receiver loop a
later time. The interaction of this signal with the receiv
loop geometry is then encoded inBR . These two equivalen
views basically constitute thereciprocity relationthat is ex-
hibited mathematically in~2.18!.

In nonconducting media, the memory timetd;L/c is set
by the light crossing time of the measurement region w
linear dimensionL. This time is typically a few tenths of a
microsecond and therefore is orders of magnitude sma
than the Larmor period. The dynamics ofMN is therefore
very slow on the scale oft, and the adiabatic limit discusse
below is relevant.

On the other hand, in conducting mediatd;L2/D will be
set by the diffusion constantD5c2/4pms8 @essentially the
inverse of the coefficient of the linear time derivative
n
he
en
R

n

d
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-
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~2.12!#: the d-function current pulse will lead to adiffusive
penetration of the fictitious magnetic fieldBR into the me-
dium. As will be seen below, after the initial arrival of th
signal there is also a slow power-law falloff, which then al
sets the temporal width of the memory function. In mks un
one may write, using scales appropriate to the geophys
problem,

D5
1

p S r8

1 V mD ~100 m!2

1 ms
, ~2.23!

where we have takenm/m051, andr851/s8 is the resistiv-
ity measured in ohm meters. This leads to

td5L2/D5pS L

100 mD 2S 1 V m

r8
D ms. ~2.24!

If the dimensionless product

vLtd52p2S nL

1 kHzD S L

100 mD 2S 1 V m

r8
D ~2.25!

is of order unity, the memory time will have a significa
effect. FornL5vL/2p52 kHz andL550 m, this will occur
for resistivities lower than of order 10V m. Noting that the
skin depth at frequencyv is given byds5A2D/v @14#, one
may write vLtd52L2/ds

2 . An equivalent statement is the
that the memory time will be significant if the electroma
netic skin depth at the Larmor frequency is comparable
the length scale of the measurement.

The estimates above will be confirmed explicitly for va
ous model problems. In Sec. III complete analytic solutio
for the simplest possible case, that of a point dipole in
infinite homogeneous conducting medium, are given.

As a final note, in principle one must consider the diff
sion of BT into the subsurface after the tipping pulse
turned on. We ignore this in all of our calculations becau
we assume that the time taken to tip the spin is much lar
than the Larmor period,vT /vL!1. Under most conditions
one should also havevTtd!1 so that the tipping dynamic
is affected very little by delay effects.

F. The adiabatic limit

In physical, chemical, and medical applications, the NM
measurement probes a relatively small region of space
frequencies where the EM skin depth is much larger than
sample being probed. In this case the memory timetd is
much shorter than the Larmor period. One then hasMN(r ,t
2t8)'MN(r ,t) over the relevant range oft8, and the time
integral in ~2.20! may effectively be carried out only ove
BR . One obtains then

1

c
FR

N~ t !5E d3rBR
0~r !•MN~r ,t ! ~2.26!

where

BR
0~r !5E

0

`

dtB~r ,t !, ~2.27!
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which, from ~2.17!, then satisfies the static equation

“3S 1

m
BR

0 D5
4p

c
JR. ~2.28!

The solution to this equation is precisely the Biot-Savart l
for the static magnetic field generated by the static curr
sourceJR . The measured voltage in this limit is then give
by

VR
N~ t !52E d3rBR

0~r !•] tMN~r ,t !. ~2.29!

Now, the tipping dynamics ofMN(r ,t) is determined by
the transmitter loop fieldBT(r ,t), through~2.2!. In the adia-
batic limit in which the transmitter current varies slow
compared to any delay time, the transmitter currentI T(t) and
the actual transmitted field will be in phase:

BT~r ,t !5I T~ t !BT
0~r !, ~2.30!

whereBT
0(r ) is the field due to a static unit current in th

transmitter coil. In many applications, the receiver and tran
mitter coils are coincident. In this caseBT

(0)5BR
(0) . For

NMR applications one choosesI T(t)5I T
0cos(vLt1w), where

w is an arbitrary phase. One obtains then for the co-rota
part of the transmitter field,

BT
'~r ,t !5

1

2
I T

0 @BT
0'~r !cos~vLt1w!

2B̂03BT
0'~r !sin~vLt1w!# ~2.31!

whereBT
0'(r )5BT

0(r )2@B̂0•BT
0(r )#B̂0 is the component of

B0 orthogonal to the Earth’s field. To simplify the notatio
define the~static! unit vectorb̂T

0(r )[BT
0'(r )/uBT

0'(r )u in the
plane perpendicular toB0. Using ~2.2! for the nuclear spin
dynamics, one obtains then

MN~r ,t !5uMN
(0)~r !u$cos@u~r ,t !#B̂0

1sin@u~r ,t !#@B̂03b̂T
0~r !cos~vLt1w!

1b̂T
0~r !sin~vLt1w!#%, ~2.32!

with uT(r ,t)5guBT
'u(r )t5 1

2 gI T
0uBT

(0)'(r )ut. One obtains
then finally from~2.26!

1

c
FR~ t !5E d3r uM (0)~r !u$cos@uT~r ,t !#B̂0•BR

0~r !

1sin@u~r ,t !#uB0
'~r !u@B̂0•bT

0~r !3bR
0~r !

3cos~vLt1w!1bT
0~r !•bR

0~r !sin~vLt1w!#%,

~2.33!

where the static unit vectorb̂R
(0)(r )[BR

0'(r )/uBR
0'(r )u de-

fined by a unit steady current the receiver loop, and a
lying in the plane orthogonal toB0, is defined analogously to
b̂T

0(r ).
nt

-

g

o

Since the tipping rate is generally much smaller than
Larmor frequency,vT!vL , the dominant contribution to
the voltage comes from the last two terms and yieldsVR

N(t)

[V̄ R,1
N (t)cos(vLt1w)1V̄ R,2

N (t)sin(vLt1w) with slowly vary-
ing in phase and out of phase~quadrature! envelope func-
tions. It is mathematically convenient to combine these i
the single complex numberV̄R

N(t)5V̄R,1
N (t)1 iV̄R,2

N (t), which
is then given by

V̄R
N~ t !52vLE d3r uBR

0'~r !uuM (0)~r !usin@vT~r !t#

3$b̂R
0~r !•b̂T

0~r !1 iB0•@ b̂R
0~r !3b̂T

0~r !#%. ~2.34!

If the transmitter and receiver loops coincide, then the cr
product terms vanishes in~2.33! and ~2.34!, and only the
in-phase component survives. We will see in Sec. IV bel
that one of the effects of nonadiabatic corrections is to p
duce a quadrature component to the signal even when
two loops coincide.

If the tipping field is applied for a timetp , then the com-
plex voltage envelope just after the turn-off time is

V~q![V̄R
N~tp

1!

52
vLg2\2S~S11!B0

3kBT E d3r uBR
0'~r !unN~r !

3sinF1

2
gquBT

0'~r !uG$b̂R
0~r !•b̂T

0~r !

1 i B̂0•@ b̂R
0~r !3b̂T

0~r !#%. ~2.35!

Thepulse momentis defined asq5I T
0tp , and~2.35! demon-

strates explicitly that it is only this combination that ente
More generally, if the amplitude of the transmitter curre
varies slowly ~on the scale of the Larmor periodtL
52p/vL and the delay timetd), then~2.35! is still valid, but
now with

q5E
0

tp
I T

0~ t !dt. ~2.36!

In the case where the transmitter and receiver coils co
cide, ~2.35! simplifies to,

V~q!52
vLg2\2S~S11!B0

3kBTIT
0 E d3r uBT0

' ~r !unN~r !

3sinF1

2
gtpuBT0

' ~r !uG , ~2.37!

where, in an obvious notation, we have introduced the ph
cal total field amplitudeBT0(r )5I T

0BT
0(r ), whose perpen-

dicular component appears in the equation.
If R is the radius of the loop, the characteristic fie

strength isuBT
0u;2/cR. The expected voltage~in volts! pre-

dicted by ~2.37! may be crudely estimated asV
;1028cvLuMN

(0)uuBT
0uR3, where 1028c.300 V/stat V is the

voltage conversion factor from Gaussian to mks units@14#.
Using R550 m, vL51.333104 s21, and~2.1!, one findsV
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;1 mV at room temperature for bulk water. The porosity
the rock reduces typical experimental signals to the obse
100 nV range.

The relation~2.37! has been applied by a number of a
thors to the surface NMR problem@17#. We see now that
~2.29! and~2.34! are correct only if dynamic effects, such a
dissipation and retardation, are unimportant. Thus if the c
ductivity structure of the subsurface significantly alters
applied field, as quantified by~2.24!, then ~2.8! is inappro-
priate and~2.21! must be used in its place. A full discussio
of the problem in this case will be deferred until Sec.
below.

III. SOME SIMPLE EXAMPLES

A. Localized moment in a uniform conducting medium

To gain some insight into the fundamental result~2.21!
we consider first the case of a localized current pu
j (r )d(t) embedded in a uniform conducting medium. Th
medium is taken to havem51, and uniform conductivity
s85s0. We assume that the frequency is low enough thae8
has negligible effect, and so take simplye850. From~2.12!
we obtain then the basic equation

~] t2D¹2!A~r ,t !5
4pD

c
j ~r !d~ t !, ~3.1!

with diffusion coefficientD5c2/4ps0. We define the diffu-
sion operator Green functionG(r ,t) via

~] t2D¹2!G5d~r !d~ t !. ~3.2!

The Fourier transform of this equation is simply (2 iv
1Dq2)G(q,v)51, whereq is the wave vector, with solu
tion G(q,v)5(2 iv1Dq2)21. Inverting the Fourier trans
form one obtains the frequency domain and time dom
forms

G~r ,v!5
e2[12 i sgn(v)] r /ds(v)

4pDr
, G~q,t !5e2Dq2tu~ t !,

~3.3!

G~r ,t !5
e2r 2/4Dt

~4pDt !3/2
u~ t !,

whereu(s) is the unit step function, vanishing fors,0, and
in the first relation we have introduced the electromagn
skin depthds(v)5A2D/uvu, which decreases as frequen
and/or conductivity increase. We see explicitly the cau
nature ofG in the time domain. The functional coefficient o
u(t) is the standard diffusion kernel. The general solution
~3.1! is now,

A~r ,t !5
4pD

c E d3r 8G~r2r 8,t2t8!j ~r 8!d~ t8!

5
u~ t !

A4pDc2t3E d3r 8j ~r 8!e2ur2r8u2/4Dt. ~3.4!

This demonstrates the diffusive spreading of thet50 im-
pulse@18#. The magnetic field is obtained as the curl of~3.4!.
ed

-
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e
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o

As a more specific application of~3.4!, suppose thatj (r )
arises from an ideal magnetic momentM (r )5m0d(r ) at the
origin. From the relationj5c¹3M one obtains

A~r ,t !5u~ t !
1

A4pDt3
m03“~e2r 2/4Dt!

52u~ t !
p

A2t

e2r 2/4Dt

~4pDt !3/2
m03r , ~3.5!

which points in the azimuthal direction relative to the ax
defined bym0. The magnetic field takes the form

B~r ,t !5u~ t !
1

A4pDt3
m0•~ I¹22““ !~e2r 2/4Dt!

5u~ t !
1

t

e2r 2/4Dt

~4pDt !3/2H r 2

4Dt
@m02~m0• r̂ ! r̂ #2m0J .

~3.6!

This form shows the diffusive spreading with time of a d
torted dipole field. The diffusing front arrives at positionr at
t;r 2/4D. At large timesB(r ,t) points opposite tom0 and
decays with at25/2 power law. As alluded to above Eq
~2.23!, this power law sets the temporal width of the memo
function BR . For completeness, the corresponding f
quency domain forms of~3.5! and~3.6! may be evaluated a

A~r ,v!5m03¹F1

r
e2[12 i sgn(v)] r /ds(v)G

52e2[12 i sgn(v)] r /ds(v)

3F11@12 i sgn~v!#
r

ds~v!Gm03 r̂

r 2
,

B~r ,v!5m0•~ I¹22““ !F1

r
e2[12 i sgn(v)] r /ds(v)G

5e2[12 i sgn(v)] r /ds(v)H 2i
m02~m0• r̂ ! r̂

ds~v!2r

2F11@12 i sgn~v!#
r

ds~v!G3~m0• r̂ ! r̂2m0

r 3 J .

~3.7!

The adiabatic limit may be computed either as the z
frequency limit of~3.7!, or by solving the Poisson equation
¹2A0(r )5(4p/c) j (r ), that results when~3.1! is integrated
over time. HereA0(r )5*2`

` dtA(r ,t) is the time integral of
the vector potential. The Green function is now just the us
Coulomb potential, and one obtains
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A0~r !52
1

cE d3r 8
j ~r 8!

ur2r 8u
. ~3.8!

For the special case of a point dipolem0 one obtains the
standard dipole field@14#,

B0~r !52
3~m0• r̂ ! r̂2m̂0

r 3
~3.9!

which also results as the zero frequency (ds→`) limit of
~3.7!.

Since the NMR measurement takes place at a well defi
frequencyvL , Eq.~3.7! provides the most direct quantitativ
measure of diffusive effects. As discussed on gene
grounds below Eq.~2.25!, one sees explicitly the role of th
skin depthds(vL) in altering the form of the field from its
adiabatic form, leading to the exponential decay and gro
of an imaginary part of the dipole field and for distancesr
.ds(vL).

B. Horizontal loop sitting on a homogeneous half-space

In later numerical computations we shall consider the c
of coincident horizontal circular transmitter and receiv
loops of radiusr 0 lying on a homogeneous nonpermeab
conducting half-space. In future work@19# we will consider
more general horizontally stratified Earth models. Defin
the loop magnetic momentm05mpr 0

2I 0 /c, the electric

fields are purely azimuthal,E5Eff̂, and given by@20#

Ef~r ,z,v!5 ikAf~r ,k,v!

5
4ikm0

r 0
E

0

` ldl

l1l̃
J1~lr !J1~lr 0!

3@e2lzu~z!1el̃zu~2z!#, ~3.10!

wherel̃5Al22 iv/D with D5c2/4ps8 the subsurface dif-
fusion constant. The radial and azimuthal components of
magnetic field are then given by

Br~r ,z,v!52
]Af

]z

5
4m0

r 0
E

0

` ldl

l1l̃
J1~lr !J1~lr 0!

3@le2lzu~z!2l̃el̃zu~2z!#,

Bz~r ,z,v!5
1

r

r ]Af

]r

5
4m0

r 0
E

0

`l2dl

l1l̃
J0~lr !J1~lr 0!

3@e2lzu~z!1el̃zu~2z!#. ~3.11!

The l integrations in each case must be performed num
cally. For the purposes of computing the NMR respon
only the Larmor frequency component of the time dom
d

al

th

e
r
,

g

e

i-
,

field is required. Thus we may simply setv5vL in ~3.11!.
Notice that a figure-eight loop may be modeled by two o
positely oriented loops displaced from each other by o
loop radius, and the associated fields are therefore sim
vector superpositions of the two displaced fields.

C. Scaling of the signal amplitude

From the basic results~2.21! and~2.29! for the measured
voltage, one sees that the response is governed by the si
the volume over which the productB0(r )•MN(r ) is signifi-
cant, and the overall magnitude ofB0(r ) in this region. The
region over whichB0(r ) itself is significant scales asl 3, the
cube of the loop size. SinceB0 is the response to a un
current in the loop, its overall magnitude will scale inverse
with the loop size as 1/l in this same region. The main con
tribution to the voltage will come from the region over whic
MN(r ) has been tipped somewhere close top/2. The surface
on which the tip angle takes any particular value clea
scales asl 2. However, the family of surfaces over which th
tip angle lies in some fixed interval~say of widthe) about
p/2 scales inversely with thegradient of B0(r ) @the more
uniform is B0(r ), the larger the extent of the region ove
which the tip angle will be within the tolerancee of p/2].
The local uniformity ofB0(r ) scales as 1/l , and the volume
over which the dot productB0(r )•MN(r ) is significant will
therefore scale ase l 3. One concludes then that the voltag
response will scale ase l 2, increasing as the square of th
loop size. Therefore not only does one’s depth sensitiv
increase withl, but one’s sensitivity at a given depth gene
ally increases as well.

If one fixes the overall lengthl of the wire, but lays it out
in a smaller loop with multiple~say n) windings, the mag-
nitude ofB0(r ) will scale with n while the loop size scales
as 1/n. The above estimate then shows that the measu
voltage will decrease as 1/n2: there is therefore no direct gai
from multiple windings. On the other hand, one may ask
slightly different question: although overall voltage respon
increases with loop size, spatial resolution near a given de
~say, 20 m below the surface! scales linearly with the loca
magnetic fieldgradient. Since the gradient decreases al
increases, there will be a trade-off curve between ove
signal-to-noise and resolving power at a given depth. A
given criterion for choosing where on this trade-off cur
one would like to sit will then determine an optimum loo
size. If, for a given depth, this optimum size is significan
smaller than the length of wire available, multiple windin
will now provide an advantage. Determination of this trad
off curve is not a simple issue and lies at the heart of
inverse problem that will be discussed in Sec. V.

In any measurement there will be noise sources that
add additional constraints on the experimental design.
limitations of intrinsic thermal noise, which may be mit
gated by averaging over many measurements, is discuss
Ref. @21#. In geophysical measurements, cultural~e.g., power
lines and automobile engines! and environmental~e.g., light-
ning storms! noise provide the most severe limitations@22#.
The former presently forbids use of the surface NMR te
nique in urban areas.
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IV. THE INVERSE PROBLEM AND COMPUTATION
OF WATER CONTENT DISTRIBUTION

A. The forward problem

The present surface NMR technique consists of mea
ing the voltage response,VR

N(t), of the subsurface over som
time interval after application of various pulse momentsq
5I T

0tp , whereI T
0 is the amplitude of the transmitter curren

I T5I T
0cos(vLt1w) and tp is the length of the pulse. Thi

response is extrapolated back to infer the voltageVR
N(t t),

where t t.tp/2 was defined in~2.4!. With the time delay
effects discussed in Sec. II B 4, one should actually extra
late back to a time several delay timestd after t t , but for
td ,tp!T1 ,T2 these distinctions are unimportant. We beg
this section by generalizing the adiabatic formula~2.36! to
include delay effects.

1. Computation of the corotating field

First note that although the transmitted field oscillates
the Larmor frequency throughout the subsurface~following a
build-up time of order the delay timetd), ~2.30! must now
be generalized to allow for a depth-dependent phase cha

BT~r ,t !5I T
0@BT,1~r ,vL!cos~vLt1w!

1BT,2~r ,vL!sin~vLt1w!#

5
1

2
I T

0@BT~r ,vL!e2 i (vLt1w)1BT~r ,2vL!ei (vLt1w)#

~4.1!

in which BT(r ,6vL)5BT,1(r ,vL)6 iBT,2(r ,vL)5BT* (r ,
7vL) is the complex field amplitude due to a unit compl
current I T(t)5e2 i (vLt1w). The combinationI T

0BT(r ,v) is
precisely the frequency domain field that is computed in S
III. In the adiabatic limitBT(r ,6vL)→BT

0(r ) is real and
~2.30! results. Now, in a dissipative mediumBT,1 andBT,2
will in general be noncollinear, corresponding to an ellip
cally polarized transmitted field. This can be easily check
for the example treated in Sec. II C: from~2.32!, components
of the magnetic field alongm02(m0• r̂ ) r̂ and alongm0

23(m0• r̂ ) r̂ in general have different complex weights a
hence lead to noncollinear real and imaginary parts of
magnetic field. More generally,~2.10! yields very different
equations for the real and imaginary parts ofA whenevere is
complex, i.e., wheneversÞ0. The corotating and counter
rotating parts of the field then have different amplitudes.
compute the co-rotating part we decompose the compon
of BT(r ,vL) orthogonal to the static fieldB0 in the form,

BT
'~r ,vL!5ei zT(r ,vL)@aT~r ,vL!b̂T~r ,vL!

1 ibT~r ,vL!B̂03b̂T~r ,vL!# ~4.2!

in which the phasezT is chosen in such a way thataT andbT

are real. The~static! unit vectorb̂T(r ,vL), lying in the plane
orthogonal toB0, generalizes the adiabatic unit vectorb̂T

0(r )
defined above~2.32! ~and reduces to it in the limitvL→0).
Since BT

'(r ,2vL)5BT
'* (r ,vL) it follows that zT(vL)

52zT(2vL) and bT(vL)52bT(2vL) are odd functions
r-

o-

t

ge:

c.

d

e

o
ts

of frequency while aT(vL)5aT(2vL) and b̂T(vL)

5b̂T(2vL) are even functions of frequency. By rotatingb̂T
(0)

by a multiple ofp/2, and making a corresponding multip
of p/2 adjustment in the phasezT , we may chooseaT
>ubTu>0 to be positive and2p/2,zT<p/2. Consider then
the combinations,

BT
'
•BT

'5@aT
22bT

2#e2i zT,

BT
'
•BT

'* 5aT
21bT

2 , ~4.3!

BT
'3BT

'* 522iaTbTB̂0 .

One obtains then

ei zT5A ~BT
'!2

u~BT
'!2u

~4.4!

in which the sign of the square root is determined uniqu
by the above restriction on the range ofzT . The last equation
determines the sign ofbT , and together with the second an
the magnitude of the first, one then obtains

aT5
1

A2
AuBT

'u21u~BT
'!2u,

bT5sgn@ i B̂0•BT
'3BT

'* #
1

A2
AuBT

'u22u~BT
'!2u. ~4.5!

The unit vectorb̂T is now finally determined simply as

b̂T5
1

aT
Re~e2 i zTBT

'!. ~4.6!

With this decomposition we now see that the total field m
be written in the form,

BT
'5I T

0@aT cos~vLt1w2zT!b̂T

1bT sin~vLt1w2zT!B̂03b̂T#

5BT
1~r ,t !1BT

2~r ,t !,

BT
6[

1

2
I T

0~aT7bT!@cos~vLt1w2zT!b̂T

7sin~vLt1w2zT!B̂03b̂T#. ~4.7!

These corotating and counterrotating components may
be expressed in the form

BT
6~r ,t !5

1

2
I T

0@BT
6~r ,vL!e2 i (vLt1w)

1BT
6* ~r ,vL!ei (vLt1w)#, ~4.8!

in which
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BT
6~r ,vL!5BT

7* ~r ,2vL!

5
1

2
@aT~r ,vL!7bT~r ,vL!#ei zT(r ,vL)

3@ b̂T~r ,vL!7 i B̂03b̂T~r ,vL!#. ~4.9!

The phasezT now has the physical interpretation of th
change in phase of the rotating field relative to that of
transmitter current. The relative phase of the precess
nuclear spins will therefore change, through~2.2!, with depth
as well.

As an illustration of these formal results, consider t
analytic example discussed in Sec. II D. Suppose thatm0

5m0ẑ and B05B0ẑ both point vertically. From~3.7!, the
field orthogonal toB0 is given by

B'~r ,vL!52
3m0 sin~2u!

2r 3 F122i sgn~v!
r 2

ds~vL!2G
3e2[12 i sgn(v)] r /ds(vL)r̂, ~4.10!

wherer̂ is the radial unit vector in thexy plane, andu is the
usual polar angle. The real and imaginary parts are collin
in this case, and the perpendicular field is therefore linea
polarized everywhere~other choices for the relative orienta
tions of m0 and B0 would change this!. We immediately
identify @23#,

b̂~r ,vL!52r̂, b~r ,vL![0,

a~r ,vL!5
3m0 sin~2u!

2r 3 A114
r 4

ds~vL!4e2r /ds(vL),

~4.11!

z~r ,vL!5sgn~vL!
r

ds~vL!
1arctanF 2r 2

ds~vL!2G .
There is therefore, nevertheless, a nontrivial phase cha
between the oscillating dipole and the oscillating field th
increases linearly with distancer from the source.

2. Voltage response

Equations~2.2! and~2.4! describe the build up, defined t
start at timet50, and subsequent decay of the precess
angle. The unit vector

B̂T
1~r ,t !5cos~vt1w2zT!b̂T~r ,vL!

2sin~vt1w2zT!B̂03b̂T~r ,vL! ~4.12!

is determined by~4.8! even fort.tp : the continued preces
sion of the magnetization in effect defines a direction
B̂T

1(r ,t) even after the transmitter current is shut off. O
has then,

] tMN~r ,t !5vLuMN
(0)~r !ue2(t2tp)/T2(r )sin@uT~r ,tp!#B̂T

1~r ,t !,
~4.13!
e
g

ar
ly

ge
t

n

r

where terms of relativeO(1/vLT1,1/vLT2) have been ne-
glected. Substituting this form into~2.21! and using~4.8! one
obtains fort.tp :

VR
N~ t !52

1

2
vLE d3r uMN

(0)~r !ue2(t2tp)/T2(r )sin@uT~r ,tp!#

3H e2 i (vLt1w2zT)~ b̂T2 i B̂03b̂T!•E
0

tmax
dt8et8/T2(r )

3BR~r ,t8!eivLt81ei (vLt1w2zT)

3~ b̂T1 i B̂03b̂T!•E
0

tmax
dt8et8/T2(r )

3BR~r ,t8!e2 ivLt8J , ~4.14!

in which the introduction of the maximum timetmax, which
lies somewhere in the pulse intervalt2tp,tmax,t, recog-
nizes the fact that the form~4.13! for the rate of change o
the magnetization is valid only after the transmitter field
turned off. The reason one must be careful here is that
memory functionBR(r ,2t8) decays for larget8 as a slow
power law@see, e.g.,~3.6!, where at825/2 decay is exhibited
for a point dipole receiver#, whereas theet8/T2 factor grows
exponentially. The latter will then overwhelm the former
late times. Physically this means that the late time decay
the signal will actually be governed not by the late timeT2
decay of the magnetization, but by the late arrival of thetail
of the diffusing signal coming from theearly timemagneti-
zation dynamics. This effect, which will be quantified
more detail in the next subsection, is extremely importan
the measurement ofT2. If, however, one is interested only i
the voltage signal in the regimetd!t2tp!T2, one may
safely drop all of theT2 exponentials. It is then safe to tak
the limit tmax→` and one obtains,

VR
N~ t !52

1

2
vLE d3r uMN

(0)~r !usin@vT~r !tp!]

3$e2 i (vLt1w2zT)BR~r ,vL!•@ b̂T~r ,vL!2 i B̂0

3b̂T~r ,vL!#1ei (vLt1w2zT)

3BR~r ,2vL!•@ b̂T~r ,vL!1 i B̂03b̂T~r ,vL!#%.

~4.15!

The last line is simply the complex conjugate of the previo
line. Now, the output of a typical NMR experiment is n
VR

N(t), but has the rapid oscillations at frequencyvL re-
moved. This is accomplished with aquadrature detection
scheme@1# whose output is the~real and imaginary parts o
the! complex envelope voltage,

V̄R
N~ t ![2vLE d3r uMN

(0)~r !usin@vT~r !tp#

3ei zT(r ,vL)BR~r ,vL!•@ b̂T~r ,vL!2 i B̂03b̂T~r ,vL!#,

~4.16!
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which is time independent in this short time regime. It is t
quantity V̄R

N(t) that is extrapolated back tot5tp
1 , and one

then obtains the formal relation

V~q,x0![V̄R
N~tp

1!5E d3rK ~q,x0 ;r !nN~r !, ~4.17!

in which nN(r ) is the number density of~detectable! nuclear
spins@52n(r ) for water, wheren(r ) is the molecular num-
ber density#, x05(x0 ,y0) labels the horizontal position of th
receiver loop, and the integration kernel is given by

K~q,x0 ;r ![2
vLg2\2S~S11!B0

3kBT
sinH 1

2
gq@aT~r ,vL!

2bT~r ,vL!#J ei zT(r ,vL)

3BR~r ,vL!•@ b̂T~r ,vL!2 i B̂03b̂T~r ,vL!#.

~4.18!

This again confirms that it is indeed only the pulse mom
q5I T

0tp that enters the response.
Now, from ~2.14!, BR(r ,vL) is simply the magnetic field

generated by a unit currente2 i (vLt1w) in the receiver coil
oscillating at the Larmor frequencyvL . The orthogonal
components of this field may also be written in a form ana
gous to~4.2! @due to the dot product in~4.18!, it is only these
components that enter#:

BR
'~r ,vL!5ei zR(r ,vL)@aR~r ,vL!b̂R~r ,vL!

1 ibR~r ,vL!B̂03b̂R~r ,vL!#. ~4.19!

The generalization of~2.35! is then

K~q,x0 ;r !52
vLg2\2S~S11!B0

3kBT
sinH 1

2
gq@aT~r ,vL!

2bT~r ,vL!#J ei [ zT(r ,vL)1zR(r ,vL)]

3@aR~r ,vL!1bR~r ,vL!#@ b̂R~r ,vL!•b̂T~r ,vL!

1 i B̂0•b̂R~r ,vL!3b̂T~r ,vL!#. ~4.20!

Note that it is thecorotatingpart of the transmitted field an
~due to the time-reversed nature of the adjoint field! the
counterrotatingpart of the receiver field that enters the vo
age response. The former determines the tipping angle w
the latter determines the response amplitude. In the adiab
limit, zT,R ,bT,R→0, aT,R→uBT,R

01 u, b̂T,R→b̂T,R
0 , and ~2.35!

is recovered. When the transmitter and receiver loops c
cide ~4.20! reduces to the form

K~q,x0 ;r !52
vLg2\2S~S11!B0

3kBT
e2i zT(r ,vL)

3sinH 1

2
gq@aT~r ,vL!2bT~r ,vL!#J

3@aT~r ,vL!1bT~r ,vL!#

~4.21!
t

-

ile
tic

n-

52
2vLg2\2S~S11!B0

3kBTIT
0 e2i zT(r ,vL)

3uBT
2u~r !sin~gtpuBT

1~r !u!,

in which, in the second line we have introduced the physi
corotating and counterrotating parts of the transmitted fie
In the adiabatic limit both have the same amplitude, equa
half the total field amplitude, and~2.37! is recovered.

Notice that if the transmitter and receiver coils arenot
coincident, the kernelK, through its real and imaginary part
is independently sensitive to the components of the mag
tization parallel and perpendicular to the polarization vec
b̂T . This is true in both the adiabatic and nonadiabatic ca
and may provide some motivation for considering nonco
cident loop geometries. For coincident geometries the a
batic response voltage~2.37! is real. Adiabatic corrections
lead to phase changes in the subsurface transmitter an
ceiver fields, and, even for coincident loops, this produce
complex phase factore2i zT in the response voltage~4.21!.
The relative size of the ‘‘quadrature component,’’ i.e., of t
imaginary part of the response voltage, is then a direct
perimental measure of the breakdown of the adiabatic li
@24#. Since zT varies with depth, the overall phase of th
voltage signal will be a nontrivial function of the pulse m
mentq. The fact that the phase comes in doubled is sign
cant: from the analytic model discussed in Sec. II D and
the end of Sec. IV A 1, one expects this phase to incre
linearly with distance from the transmitter loop. Thus, f
example, ifr /ds(vL).p/4 one expects the contribution t
the voltage to be approximately 90° out of phase, i.e., pur
quadrature. Measurable interference effects between di
ent subsurface regions should then be observable at de
much less than the skin depth. In Sec. V numerical res
using the kernel~4.21! will be presented that support thi
conjecture.

3. Voltage response at long times

Equation~4.15! was derived from~4.14! by assuming that
t,T2. Imagine for a moment thatT2,0. Then convergence
ast→` is ensured, and one obtains~4.15! and~4.16! for all
times t@td1tp , but with the replacementBR(r ,6vL)
→e2(t2tp)/T2(r )BR„r ,6vL2 i /T2(r )…, where BR„r ,6vL
2 i /T2(r )… is the analytic continuation ofBR(r ,6vL) to
complex frequencies. Now, although the integral no lon
converges whenT2.0, the analytic continuation remain
perfectly well defined. It can then be shown that if one
interested only in the part of the signal that oscillates at
Larmor frequency, both~4.15! and~4.16! remain valid, with
this same replacement. Unfortunately, this portion of the s
nal, which continues to decay exponentially on the time sc
T2, becomes subdominant at larget to an essentiallydc sig-
nal that decays as a slow power law. It is the purpose of
subsection to understand the origin of this signal and
information it contains.

In analyzing the long-time decay of the voltage respon
one must take care to consider the contributions from
possible sources. Thus, in addition to the contributions fr
the nuclear spins, there will also be contributions from c
rents induced in the grounddirectly by the transmitter loop.
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It is the late time arrival of the diffusive tail of all suc
signals that gives rise to the slowly decaying dc power la

From ~2.19!, following the same steps used to deri
~2.21!, one may write the total voltage response in the fo

VR~ t !52] tE d3r E
0

`

BR~r ,t8!•@M ~r ,t2t8!2M0~r !#,

~4.22!

whereM5MN1MT1MR is the total magnetization density
with j5c“3M . The total equilibrium background magnet
zation, which clearly makes no contribution to the volta
response, has been subtracted for convergence purpose
a horizontal loop, the magnetization is vertical, unifor
across the area of the loop, with magnitudeI (t)/c, where
I (t) is the current in the loop. Now, the transmitter loo
current runs only during the pulse time interval 0<t,tp ,
and the nuclear magnetization response builds up over
same time interval, then decays exponentially back to
equilibrium value on the time scaleT2. The receiver loop
current, since it provides the measured response to all
fields generated in the ground by the NMR apparatus,
decay with the same slow power law that the fields do. Ho
ever the magnitude of the receiver current is presumed to
tiny, and this self-inductance effect should be negligib
compared to the effects ofj T and j N in all regimes of inter-
est. The time integration in~4.22! is then essentially re
stricted to a finite time interval. At large times, compared
the diffusion timetd across the measurement region@a frac-
tion of a millisecond in typical situations—see~2.24!#, one
will have the asymptotic form

BR~r ,t8!'BR
`~r !

1

td
S td

t8
D p

~4.23!

with p55/2 @see, e.g., Eq.~3.6!#. The 1/td prefactor is cho-
sen so thatBR

` has the same units asBR
0 in ~2.29!, i.e.,

magnetic field per unit current. ThusBR
` should be of the

same order asBR
0 . Let tmax be the time beyond which al

contributions toM2M0 effectively vanish~thustmax5tp for
MT , while tmax2tp@T1 ,T2 for MN). One obtains then for
t.tmax1td ,

VR~ t !'
p

td
2 S td

t D p11E d3rBR
`~r !•E

0

tmax
ds

M ~r ,s!2M0~r !

~12s/t !p11
.

~4.24!

Sincetd is so small in typical situations, this form obtain
almost immediately after the magnetization returns to
equilibrium value. Suppose now thatt/tmax@1. One may
then drop the denominator in the time integral to obtain
pure power law form,

VR~ t !'
p

td
2 S td

t D p11E d3rBR
`~r !•M~r !, ~4.25!

in which

M~r ![E
2`

`

ds@M ~r ,s!2M0~r !# ~4.26!
.

For

is
ts

he
ll
-

be

s

e

is the total integrated magnetization pulse. Note that in t
limit all contributions from the subdominant exponential
decaying Larmor frequency terms disappear.

Let us consider various experimentally motivated mo
forms for M. The transmitter loop magnetization takes t
form MT(r ,t)5n̂@ I T(t)/c#d(z)xT(r ), where n̂56 ẑ is the
loop normal~for a figure-eight loop the normal isẑ on one
lobe and2 ẑ on the other!, and the indicator functionxT(r )
is unity inside the area of the loop and vanishes outside.
the current we take the model formI T(t)5I T

0ET(t)cos(vLt
1w), whereET(t) is an envelope function given roughly b
ET(t)'u(t)u(tp2t). The contribution to~4.24! from the
transmitter loop then takes the form

MM ,T~r !5
1

c
I T

0ẑd~z!xT~r !E
2`

`

dsET~s!cos~vLs1w!

'I T
0ẑd~z!xT~r !

sin~vLtp1w!2sin~w!

vLc
, ~4.27!

where the second line follows from the square pulse cho
for the envelope function. The combinationI T

0BR
` is of order

the amplitude of the tipping field, i.e., about 1022 G. Using a
loop radius ofR550 m and, from~2.24!, td;0.1 ms, one
may therefore estimate the corresponding contribution to
voltage as VR;(1028c)pIT

0uBR
`upR2/td

2vLc(td /t)p11;1
mV( td /t)p11. This estimate should be valid a few Larmo
periods after the end of the tipping pulse, and therefore
comes immeasurably small on the time scaleT2 of the Lar-
mor frequency signal. Note also the extreme sensitivity
this result totp . In particular, it can be made to vanis
identically if vLtp is chosen, for any integern to be either of
the form 2np or of the form (2n11)p22w. A similar re-
sult will hold for any choice of envelope function. Since th
precise nature of the envelope function~as well as the precise
value of the phasew) is experimentally uncontrollable on th
time scaletL52p/vL ~a fraction of a millisecond! of the
Larmor period, the result~4.26! will basically be random
from measurement to measurement, and will average to
over a series of measurements. This average will then le
only contributions from the corrections to~4.24! that decay
with the subleading power law 1/tp12.

Similar considerations apply to the subsurface nucl
magnetization~2.4!. The magnetization in the plane orthog
nal to B0 has an envelope that ramps up from zero on
interval 0<t,tp , then decays to zero exponentially on th
time scaleT2. However, this envelope is multiplied by
vector in the plane that rotates rapidly at the Larmor f
quency. The result is then again a small, essentially rand
integrated moment that averages to zero over a series of m
surements. On the other hand, the magnetization alongB0
does notoscillate, and hencedoes yield a net systematic
pulse. The contribution to~4.25! is given by

MM ,N~r !5MN
(0)~r !E

2`

`

dsEN~s!

52MN
(0)~r !S 1

vT~r !
$vT~r !tp2sin@vT~r !tp#%

1$12cos@vT~r !tp#%T1~r ! D , ~4.28!
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in which, motivated by the form~2.4!, the second line fol-
lows from the choice of envelope function

EN~ t !5H 0, t,0

cos@vT~r !t#21, 0<t,tp

$cos@vT~r !tp#21%e2(t2tp)/T1(r ), t>tp ,
~4.29!

where, for simplicity, we have takent l5tp @for tp!T1, a
different choice fort l leads to subleading corrections
~4.28!#. This is a very interesting result. It says that after t
Larmor frequency oscillations die out, with appropriate s
nal averaging, a slow dc power law decay is left over, wh
depends only on the decay of the parallel component of
nuclear magnetization. IfT1 is significantly larger thantp @as
is really required for the validity of~2.4!#, the last term in
~4.28! dominates. Thus, if the nuclear magnetization is
tracted from the usual NMR signal at short times via~4.17!
and then used as an input into~4.28! and~4.25!, an indepen-
dent measure of the distribution of time constantsT1(r ) is
obtained. A standard technique used by borehole NMR to
for measuringT1 involves pulsing thestatic field B0 for
varying lengths of time, and then using the NMR techniq
to measure the resulting buildup of the nuclear magnetiza
@25#. This method clearly cannot be implemented if t
Earth’s field is being used.

Finally, let us consider expected orders of magnitu
Consider first the level of the dc part of the signalduring the
magnetization pulse,t,tmax. Since the magnetization alon
B0 varies slowly on the scale oftd , the adiabatic limit of
~4.22! obtains, and from~2.27! one has simply

VR
dc~ t !52E d3r B̂0•BR

0~r !B̂0•] tMN~r ,t !. ~4.30!

The order of magnitude of this signal may be estimated s
ply by noting that it will be roughly a factorvLT1 smaller
than the amplitude of the Larmor signal@see the discussion
below ~2.37!#. ForT1;100 ms one then findsVR

dc;1 nV, an
immeasurably small value. The magnitude of this signal
t.tmax will then be reduced from this by a factor@td /(t
2tmax)#peff, where p,peff,p11 is some effective powe
mimicking the behavior of~4.24! at intermediate times be
fore ~4.25! becomes valid, and will therefore also be uno
servable. For completeness, and in the hope that some
of future experiment may access this regime, it is nevert
less worthwhile performing the estimate in the regime
which ~4.25! is valid. The prefactor is of order (T1 /td)2

times the above estimate forVR
dc. The diffusion time is esti-

mated in~2.24!. With L550 m andr510 V m, one finds
td50.1 ms. Thus (T1 /td)2;106 and we obtainVR;1
mV(td /t)p11. Note that the prefactor here is three orders
magnitude larger than the corresponding prefactor comp
above for the direct contribution due to the transmitter lo
However, since this form is valid only fort@T1, one still
finds VR in the immeasurably small femtovolt range.

Extraction of the nuclear magnetic contribution to the c
efficient of 1/tp11 from the experiments considered in th
work is impossible. Nevertheless, application of~4.25! to
future laboratory experiments performed under more fav
able conditions may be possible, and in principle the inf
-
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mation content of such a measurement is intriguing. N
that measuring the response of the ground to an electrom
netic pulse is a common field technique for determining
conductivity structure. In Eq.~4.27! the pulse is coming from
the nuclear spins themselves, but the unknown distributio
T1(r ) precludes an independent extraction of the conduc
ity structure.

B. The inverse problem

Given a model of the electromagnetic characteristics
the subsurface,~4.17! with ~4.20! or ~4.21! represents an
equation for the voltage response~actually, two equations for
the real and imaginary parts of the voltage response! due to a
given subsurface water distribution. One is actually int
ested in the inverse problem, i.e., inferring the nuclear s
distribution from a series of voltage measurements. This
tribution is in general fully three-dimensional, and solvin
this inverse problem, even in principle, would then requ
measurements at many different loop positionsx0, as well
pulse momentsq. Typically, however,x0 is held fixed and
only q is varied. In this case only certain spatial averages
the water distribution can be inferred. Only if a horizonta
stratified subsurface structure is assumed can one in princ
recover full information. As computation of the magnet
fields entering~4.6! is tractable only in this latter case, w
shall make this assumption in all that follows.

With a horizontally stratified conductivity structure, th
kernelK(q,x0 ;r ) is actually translation invariant in the hor
zontal positionx0. Writing r5(x,z) with x5(x,y), this
means thatK5K(q,x02x;z). Let

K̂~q,k;z!5E d2x0eik•(x02x)K~q,x02x;z! ~4.31!

be the horizontal Fourier transform of the kernel, and let

n̂N~k,z!5E d2xnN~x,z!eik•x,

~4.32!

V̂N~q,k!5E d2x0VN~q,x0!eik•x

be the corresponding horizontal Fourier transforms of
nuclear spin density and of the response voltage. Equa
~4.17! then becomes

V̂~q;k!5E dzK̂~q,k;z!n̂N~k,z!. ~4.33!

The full three-dimensional problem therefore separates in
separate one-dimensional problem for each individual va
of k. For the inverse problem,V(q;k) must be computed
approximately from a series of measurements ofV(q;x0) for
a sequence ofq’s at different pointsx0. If nN5nN(z) is
horizontally translation invariant, i.e., independent ofx, then
n̂N(k,z)5nN(z)(2p)2d(k), and only thek50 equation sur-
vives.

Typically one simply measuresV(q;x0) at a fixed point
x0 andassumesthat nN[ñN(x0 ;z) is independent ofx. One
therefore inverts the relation
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V~q;x0!5E dzK̂~q,0;z!ñN~x0 ;z!, ~4.34!

for the functionñN(z). However, as the notation indicates,
the water distribution isnot horizontally translation invari-
ant, the water density inferred in this way will change if t
loop positionx0 is changed. The relation between the ex
nN(x,z) and ñN(x0 ;z) may be obtained by writing~4.17! in
the form

V~q;x0!5E dzK̂~q,0;z!E d2x
K~q,x02x;z!

K̂~q,0;z!
nN~x,z!.

~4.35!

Thus we identify

ñN~x0 ;z!5E d2x
K~q,x02x;z!

K̂~q,0;z!
nN~x,z!, ~4.36!

which is then a convolution of the true density with the no
malized kernel. ThusñN(x0 ;z) is a nontrivial, horizontally
weighted average ofnN(r ,z). In the context of the inverse
problem, the relation~4.36! demonstrates that there a
strong hidden correlations betweenñN and the kernelK that
are not evident in~4.34!. These correlations become evide
only if one attempts to invert~4.36! for the actualnN(x,z)
based on a sequence ofñN(x0 ;z) at differentx0. One may
find instabilities in this second inversion that could
avoided by performing a careful simultaneous inversion iq
andx0 based on the Fourier representation~4.34!.

For the purposes of the present paper, we shall deal
strictly one-dimensional model inverse problems based
the one-dimensional kernel~4.34!. In Sec. V B the structure
of this kernel will be investigated numerically, and in Se
V C the associated inverse problem will be investigated
various model data sets with special attention to the effe
of finite ground conductivity.

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Equations~4.17! and ~4.20! completely specify the solu
tion to the forward problem for the NMR response volta
for a typical NMR experiment. Kernels similar to Eq.~4.21!,
for coincident receiver and transmitter loops, have alre
appeared in the geophysical literature~see, e.g.,@4–6,17#!,
but these earlier works accounted either incorrectly or no
all for the effect of a finite conductivity structure. In th
section the nature of the more general forward theory
scribed in this work is characterized by presenting compu
tions performed in geophysically relevant settings. We es
cially contrast the results with predictions made for t
adiabatic limit in which the medium of propagation is a
effective insulator. In addition, synthetic inversions are p
sented that demonstrate the importance of utilizing the m
general theory in inferring information about the density a
spatial distribution of water. Optimally, we would also ha
liked to present inversions of real experimental NMR da
Unfortunately this is a pointless exercise unless the NM
data is accompanied by ground truth. Thus, a proper exp
mental evaluation of the theory requires coincidentdirect
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ground-water measurements~e.g., via a well or borehole!
with which to compare to the NMR inversion. To furthe
complicate matters, ground truth would also have to invo
an independent measure of the ground conductivity struct
as well as the porosity and magnetic impurity concentrat
level of the ground at each depth. SinceT1 and T2 are
strongly dependent on the latter properties@15#, they are re-
quired to estimate the extent to which the water in each
gion is actually visible in the NMR signal. Although man
NMR ground-water surveys have been performed, none~that
we know of, or have access to! were performed in the pres
ence of the required ground truth. We are currently work
on proposals to fill this gap, both with laboratory and ge
physical measurements. In the present work we are then
ited to comparisons with synthetic data. In addition, we tr
here only the relatively simple case of a uniformly condu
ing half-space. We will present a detailed investigation of
effects of more complicated horizontally stratified conduct
ity structures in future work@19#.

To simplify the simulations, we have imposed the follow
ing conditions and assumptions: the Earth’s static field
assumed to have a magnitude of 0.587 G~consistent with a
Larmor frequency of 2500 Hz! pointing north at an angle o
25° from the vertical~declination 0°E and inclination o
65°N!, the circular receiver and transmitter loops are coin
dent with a diameter of 100 m, and the solid Earth is
homogeneous conducting half-space. Varying the inclinat
of the static field changes the results in detail~varying the

FIG. 1. An east-west (y50) oriented vertical (x-z) slice of the
magnitude of the applied corotating (uBT

1u, left column! and coun-
terrotating (uBT

2u, right column! fields for a conductor (s50.05
S/m, top row! and an effective insulator (s51023 S/m, taken
slightly nonzero for numerical convenience, bottom row!. The ori-
entation of the static field is described in the text. For an insula
the corotating and counterrotating fields are both equal to exa
half the amplitude of the applied tipping field at each point and
symmetric aroundx50. Appreciable conductivity breaks the sym
metry slightly causing the corotating and counterrotating fields
differ from one another, although each is just the mirror reflect
of the other through they-z plane. The fields are normalized by th
maximum value indicated in the bottom left corner of each subp
units are Gauss/Amp, and the gray scale is logarithmic.
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FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, bu
here horizontal (x-y) slices of the
magnitude of the field are pre
sented at different specified
depths,z. Only the corotating field
(uBT

1u) is shown due to the mirror
symmetry apparent in Fig. 1. Th
gray scale is not logarithmic.
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inclination serves only to rotate the coordinate system!, but
the general conclusions drawn from the simulations will
unaffected. Genuinely realistic simulations, however, wo
require conductivity to be a variable function of depth, p
ticularly because it is a strong function of water content
should be emphasized that~4.17!, ~4.20!, and~4.21! are for-
mally valid for conductivity structures that can vary arb
trarily in three dimensions, but since the general effect
conductivity on the NMR response of a conductive medi
can be demonstrated with a homogeneous half-space, fo
purposes of the present work we have confined our num
cal discussion to this simple case. More detailed inversio
in particular, need to be performed in the presence of str
fied conductivity structures and for variable loop geometri

A. The forward problem in three dimensions

The purpose of the forward simulations presented in
subsection is to illuminate the general theory in a geoph
cally realistic setting by demonstrating the character and
portance of the effects of a conducting subsurface. For c
cident transmitter and receiver loops, the complex NM
three-dimensional integral kernel is given by Eq.~4.21!. Fig-
ures 1–9 present slices of the various fields that enter
kernel as well as the kernel itself. Throughout these figu
we contrast the values for an effective insulator with cond
tivity s50.001 S/m~chosen slightly nonzero for numerica
convenience! with that of an intermediate conductor withs
50.05 S/m. This value is fairly typical of dry, near-surfa
soils and sediments that have conductivities ranging fr
about s5102121022 S/m. Highly porous water saturate
sediments with alkaline entrained waters can have m
higher conductivities ranging from fractional to several s/
Thus, the effects of conductivity shown in Figs. 1–9 are
intermediate magnitude relative to those expected in n
surface exploratory NMR surveys.

The Cartesian coordinate system that we use in the si
lations has the positivex, y, andz axes in the east, north, an
up directions, respectively. The circular coincident transm
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ter and receiver coils, both with a radius of 50 m, lie on t
Earth’s surface,z50, and are centered atx05(x,y)5(0,0).
The typical amplitude of the applied current in present
struments isI T

05300 A and tipping pulse lengths, 3 ms,tp

,30 ms, are chosen to produce pulse moments,q5I T
0tp ,

ranging from 103A-ms to 1.53104 A-ms. In Figs. 3–9, a
valueq5104 A-ms has been used. This is a relatively lar

FIG. 3. An east-west (y50) oriented vertical (x-z) slice of the
tipping angle,gtpuBT

1(r )u, for a conductor~top! and an effective
insulator ~bottom!. The pulse moment chosen isq5I T

0tp5104

A-ms. The6x asymmetry in the corotating applied field for th
conductor, as shown in Fig. 1, manifests itself here as well. Exc
sions through 360°~jumps from black to white! indicate that the
nuclear spins have been tipped full circle and returned to their
tial orientations. Units are degrees, modulo 360.
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, bu
here horizontal (x-y) slices of the
tipping angle are presented at di
ferent specified depths,z. Input
parameters are described in th
text.
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value that substantially tips the spins at 100 m depth. T
tipping field magnitudes shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are prop
tional to the current amplitudeI T

0 but are independent of th
pulse lengthtp . The phase angles shown in Figs. 5 and 6
independent of bothI T

0 andtp .
Figures 1 and 2 display various slices of the magnitude

the corotating (uBT
1u) and counterrotating (uBT

2u) compo-
nents of the applied magnetic tipping field. These two fie
differ from one another only in a conducting medium; for
insulator they are equal to half of the total applied field. T
differences, however, are subtle, even for a conductor.
shown in Fig. 1, the conducting medium, of course, atte
ates the applied field faster than does the effective insula
More interestingly, the conducting medium exhibits a sm
6x asymmetry not apparent in the effective insulator. T
magnitudes of the corotating and counterrotating fields
mirror images of one another through the vertical plane c
taining the static field~the y-z plane in the figures!. Mirror
symmetry is restored only if the ground is insulating. F
axial symmetry exists if the Earth’s field is precisely vertic

The corotating applied tipping field controls the spat
distribution of the tipping angle,gtpuBT

1u, which is the argu-
ment of the sine in Eq.~4.21!. Figures 3 and 4 show variou
slices of the tipping angle. Figures 1 and 2 are very simila
Figs. 3 and 4 because surfaces of fixeduBT

1u obviously coin-
cide with surfaces of fixed tipping angle. The main diffe
ence between these two sets of figures is that the tipp
angles are defined only modulo 360°, which imparts a st
ing to Figs. 3 and 4. Instantaneous jumps from black to wh
represent the locations at which the spin direction has un
gone one complete 360° orbit. Because the tipping angl
the argument of a sine, the magnitude of the imaging ke
maximizes for tipping angles of690°. The differences be
tween the tipping angles for the conductor and effective
sulator are, again, subtle. Plots of tipping angles for differ
values of the pulse moment,q, are similar to Figs. 3 and 4
with one key exception. The magnitude of the tipping an
increases withq so that plots of tipping angles forq,104

A-ms will be less oscillatory than those shown in Figs. 3 a
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4 and significant tipping will be confined to shallowe
depths.

A much more significant effect of finite conductivity in
volves the variablezT , half the phase lag between the r
ceived and transmitted signals from a particular point
space. As equation~4.21! shows, a nonzerozT makes the
NMR integral kernel complex. For a perfect insulator,zT
[0 and the kernel is purely real. The complexity of th
kernel dephases the transmitted and received voltages
different points in space. If 2zT is larger than about 20°, the
NMR response of a conductive medium would significan

FIG. 5. An east-west (y50) oriented vertical (x-z) slice of
2zT , the phase lag between the transmitted and received sig
from a particular point in space~the overall voltage is their linea
superposition!. The black lines, adjacent to the surface, mark the
contour, with positive values below it and negative values above
The white line marks a6180° contour with positive values abov
and negative values below it. The plot is mirror symmetric beca
zT is effectively the same for both corotating and counterrotat
parts of the applied field. The phasezT is independent of both the
transmitter current amplitudeI T

0 and the pulse lengthtp , and grows
approximately linearly with distance from the coil. For an insulati
medium the plot would be a featureless white:zT[0. Units are in
degrees, and input parameters are described in the text.
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differ from the response of an insulator. As observed ear
zT is independent of bothI T

0 andtp , unlike the transmitted
field or the tipping angle. It is then primarily a function o
subsurface conductivity. As Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate,zT
>20° below about 20-m depth and reaches values as larg
6180° within the top 100 m, even for a relatively wea
conductor (s50.05 S/m!. Unlike the tipping angle,zT is
effectively the same for both the co- and counter-rotat
fields and hence does not exhibit6x asymmetries. It’s asym
metry in 6y is due to the inclination of the Earth’s field.

The corotating and counterrotating applied tipping fie
(uBT

1u and uBT
2u) and the phase lag between the transmit

and received voltages~2zT) form the primary components o
the complex integral kernel,K(q,x0 ;r ), in Eq. ~4.21!, and
the geometrical distributions of these fields will control t
nature of the NMR forward solution. Figures 7–9 displ
various slices of the real and imaginary parts of the thr
dimensional integral kernels. The kernels exhibit6x and
6y asymmetries derived from the applied fields and the
ping angle. The kernels for the conductor and the effec
insulator are highly oscillatory, a characteristic inherit
from the tipping angle, and are very similar near the surf
wherezT is small and the conductive kernel is nearly re
The kernels become increasingly oscillatory asq increases.
At greater depths, however, the kernels become much
oscillatory and the conductive kernel differs strongly fro
the insulating kernel, and develops a significant imagin
part. The real parts of the kernels may even have oppo
sign. As discussed in Sec. V B below, the oscillatory nat
of the kernels near the surface greatly diminishes the am
tude of this region’s contribution to the NMR voltage b
cause of massive cancellation upon integration again

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but here horizontal (x-y) slices of 2zT

are presented at different specified depths,z.
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smooth water distribution. Thus, it will be seen that ev
though the amplitudes ofK(q,x0 ;r ) at depth are much
smaller than those near the surface, the contribution of w
content at depth may be as, or even more, important tha
the shallow, near surface layers. This is clearly crucial
significant depth resolution is to be obtained from the so
tion to the inverse problem.

B. The forward problem for horizontally stratified water

It is clear from Figs. 7–9 that the imaging kernel has
tremendously complicated three-dimensional structure. T
magnitude of the kernel is governed by the counterrotat
applied tipping field (uBT

2u), the pattern of oscillation by the
sine of the tipping angle@sin(gtpuBT

1u)#, and the ratio of real
to imaginary parts governed by the phase lag (2zT) between
the transmitted and received voltages. The kernel is larg
and most oscillatory near the surface, purely real for an
sulator ~and nearly purely real for the effective insulator!,
and, increasingly with depth, develops a strong nonosci
tory imaginary part for the conductor. The prominent nea
horizontal sign change in the imaginary conductive kern
between depths of 10–20 m comes from the zero crossin
zT ~see Fig. 5!. In order to simplify the analysis, in a manne

FIG. 7. ~Color! An east-west (y50) oriented vertical (x-z)
slice of the three-dimensional integral kernel,K(q,x0 ;r ), of Eq.
~4.21!. The kernels are normalized by the maximum value indica
in the bottom left hand corner of each plot. Units are nV/m3 @the
definition in ~4.17!, which yields units of nV for the kernel, has
been altered slightly by multiplyingK by the bulk density of water#.
Input parameters are described in the text.
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FIG. 8. ~Color! Similar to Fig. 7, but here horizontal (x-y) slices of the real part of the kernel,K(q,x0 ;r ), are presented at differen
specified depths,z, for the effective insulator and the conductor. At depth, the real parts of the insulative and conductive kernel
strongly, even in sign, and like the tipping angle, they become less oscillatory. Input parameters are described in the text.

FIG. 9. ~Color! Same as Fig. 8, but only the imaginar
parts of the kernel,K(q,x0 ;r ), are shown at different
depths for the conductor. Like the real part, the imagina
part of the conductive kernel becomes less oscillatory w
depth. The imaginary part of the insulating kernel is ide
tically zero.
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that still maintains some physical relevance, we will no
consider problems in which this three-dimensional~3D!
structure is effectively reduced to one dimensional~1D!. As
discussed in Sec. IV B, if water density is translation inva
ant in the horizontal direction, that is if it is horizontall
stratified, the forward problem for the NMR voltage respon
simplifies to a single depth integral. Under these circu
stances, for coincident circular transmitter and recei
loops, Eq.~4.21! can be rewritten as

V~q!5E dzK̂~q,0;z!n̂N~z!, ~5.1!

whereK̂(q,k;z) was defined in~4.31!, and wherenN is the
position dependent number density of~detectable! nuclear
magnetic moments, which is twice the molecular num
density,n, for water. It is convenient to define the norma
ized densitynv(z)5nN(z)/2nH2O using bulk number density

of waternH2O53.3531022 cm23. Clearly 0<nv(z)<1, but

in typical geophysical applicationsnv(z)&0.25. Equation
~5.1! is then rewritten in the form

V~q!5E dzK̂v~q;z!nv~z!, ~5.2!

with K̂v(q;z)52nH2OK̂(q,0;z). Like the 3D kernel on

which it is based, the 1D kernel,K̂v , is complex.
Figure 10 displays examples of the real and imagin

parts ofK̂v(q,z) for a variety of pulse moments,q, and con-
ductivity structures (s50.120.001 s/m!. The horizontal in-
tegral in Eq.~4.31! has been performed numerically at ea
depth over an area extending to four times the loop rad
from the center of the loop in all directions~2200 m<x,y
<200 m!. Several observations are worth noting.~1! Inde-
pendent ofq or s, the real kernels are oscillatory near th
surface, peak, and then decay at depth. The oscillations
not, in general, about zero. The peak amplitudes of the
kernels decrease asq and conductivity increase.~2! The ex-
tent of the oscillatory part and the depth of the peak in
real kernels depend onq. The real kernel penetrates deep
for largeq. ~3! Conductivity affects the deep parts of the re
kernels more than the shallow parts. The nature of the os
latory part of the real kernels is less strongly dependent
conductivity. In contrast, the depth and shape of the pea
the real kernels depend strongly on the conductivity struc
of the subsurface, particularly at highq. ~4! Like the real
kernels, the imaginary kernels penetrate more deeply witq,
but are not oscillatory near the surface. They strengthen w
increased conductivity.

Several implications of the above observations are ap
ent. ~1! Although the real kernels are oscillatory near t
surface, they possess substantial sensitivity to near sur
water because they do not oscillate about zero even at higq.
~2! Sensitivity to water below the shallow subsurface is o
contained in the highq real kernels and the imaginary ke
nels. ~3! Subsurface conductivity structure affects the de
parts of the kernels more than the shallow parts. The
effect is that resolution near the surface, say in the top 20
is substantially better than at greater depths, in partic
below about 50 m. Resolution at intermediate and gre
-
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depths is dependent on using highq real data and imaginary
data. Discrepancies between the insulative and conduc
kernels indicate that inferences using insulative kernels ab
water content and distribution below some conductivi
dependent cutoff depth, 20–30 m fors;0.05 s/m, would be
suspect.

C. The inverse problem for horizontally stratified water

Equation~5.2! is the basis for a linear inverse problem
estimate the distribution of horizontally stratified water in t
subsurface. The noise characteristics of the data anda priori
expectations about subsurface conductivity and water di
bution should both inform the choice of inversion method
ogy and model parametrization. It is beyond the scope of
paper to characterize the inverse problem fully by perfor
ing a systematic study for a wide range of noise settin
conductivities, and water distributions with a set of differe
inversion methodologies. Rather, we will investigate here
characteristics of the inverse problem in the simplest of s
tings to highlight the nature of the inferential errors intr
duced by inaccurately modeling the effects of conductiv
and to assess the utility of including the imaginary cond
tive kernels and data in the inversion.

At short times, directly after the transmitted signal, t
attenuation of the received voltage response,V(t), of an
NMR experiment can be neglected and it may be written
the form,

FIG. 10. Examples of the real~top row! and imaginary~bottom

row! parts of the one-dimensional kernels,K̂v(q,z), for a variety of
conductivity structures ranging from an effective insulators
51023 s/m! to a fair conductor (s51021 s/m! and a variety of
pulse moments,q, ranging from 103a ms to 1.53104a ms. Differ-
ent q values are arrayed columnwise and conductivities are sp
fied by the various line types shown in the legend at the bottom
the figure. Kernels are in units of 102 nV/m.
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V~ t !5Re~V0e2 i ~vLt1w!!

5VR cos~vLt1w!1VI sin~vLt1w!, ~5.3!

wherew is the initial phase of the transmitted signal andVR
andVI are the real and imaginary parts of the initial amp
tude of the complex voltageV0. With a quadrature detectio
scheme, the rapid oscillations of the detected signal at
Larmor frequency are removed and what is measured are
real and imaginary parts of the complex envelope functi
For very short times, the envelope function is nearly cons
and given byV(q) in ~4.17!, which is then preciselyV0
5VR1 iVI . We callVR andVI the real and imaginary data
Together they define the phase of the envelope of the
ceived signal:fV5arctan(VI /VR) relative to the transmitted
signal.

For simplicity, the problem is discretized by defining th
water volume fraction,nv(z), as constant in each ofL layers,
(z0 ,z1),(z1 ,z2), . . . ,(zL21 ,zL), with z050 being the sur-
face. The discrete model parametersnj

v are, therefore, de
fined via nv(z)5nj

v , for zj 21<z,zj ( j 51, . . . ,L). A dis-
crete set of pulse parameters,q, are employed in any rea
NMR survey:qi ,(i 51, . . . ,N). The forward problem, Eq
~5.2!, may then be written in the discrete form,

di[V0~qi !5(
j 51

L

K̂ i j nj
v , ~5.4!

in which

K̂ i j [E
zj 21

zj
dzK̂v~qi !. ~5.5!

In matrix notation,~5.4! is re-expressed simply as

d5K̂nv, ~5.6!

where, to recapitulate, the data vectord hasN complex ele-
ments, the model vectornv has L real elements, and th
complex inversion matrixK̂ is N3L. Since the model vecto
nv is real, for computational purposes one may separate
real and imaginary parts ofd andK̂ so that the data vector i
considered to have 2N real elements and the inversion m
trix is also real and of size 2N3L. Thus, although the dat
and kernels are complex in a conductive medium, the se
ration of the real and imaginary parts allows one to man
ulate the data vector and the inversion matrix in such a w
as to treat them as real variables.

Figure 11 displays noise-free synthetic data for th
models, each consisting of a single layer of water at differ
depths: 10–20 m, 30–45 m, and 60–80 m. Within ea
layer, water saturation is taken to be constant and comp
nv51. Because the problem is linear, water volume fractio
less than unity would simply linearly rescale all resu
shown here. Both real and imaginary data,VR and VI , are
shown forq values ranging from 100 to 1.53104 A-ms for a
conductor (s50.05 S/m! and for an effective insulator (s
50.001 S/m!. The nineteenq values shown in Fig. 11 and
used in the inversions below are 100, 250, 500, 750,
1000 to 15 000 in increments of 1000. In every case, the d
curves are very simple: they approach zero at lowq, peak at
e
he
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e-
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e
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h
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d
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some intermediate value ofq, depending on the depth of th
water layer, and then decay to zero. The simplicity of t
curve structures means that a fine sampling is not neces
to capture the information in the data~a fact exploited in
@5#!, but also means that the information content of the d
is not particularly high. For shallow water layers, the ima
nary data are nearly zero and the conductive and insula
real data are nearly identical. For water at greater dep
however, the conductive and insulative real data dive
from one another and the magnitude of the imaginary c
ductive data grows to eventually overtake that of conduct
real data. For water at great depth, the real data compute
an insulating subsurface may actually differ in sign from t
real data computed for a conducting subsurface.

Equation~5.6! is inverted by using the singular value d
composition~SVD! @26# of the inversion matrix

K̂5ULVT, ~5.7!

whereU andV are the left and right eigenvector matrices
the nonsquare matrixK̂ , and L is the diagonal matrix of
singular valuesl i ( i , j 51, . . . ,L). There are certainly bette
inversion methods for NMR data in which a wide variety
regularization schemes could be applied, but we choose
SVD for simplicity of presentation here. Other inversio
schemes and model parametrizations will be explored in
ture work @19#.

FIG. 11. Noise-free synthetic data (VR ,VI), for three models
consisting of a single water layer at different indicated depths, p
ted vs pulse moment,q, ranging from 100 A-ms to 15 000 A-ms
The legend describes the meaning of the curves wheres50.05 S/m
for the conductor ands50.001 S/m for the effective insulator
Units are nV, and it should be recalled thatVI[0 for an insulator.
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1310 PRE 62WEICHMAN, LAVELY, AND RITZWOLLER
The model is defined on eight discrete layers bounded
the following depths:z155 m, z2510 m, z3520 m, z4

530 m, z5545 m, z6560 m, z7580 m, z85100 m. Layer
thicknesses increase with depth due to reduced intrinsic r
lution with depth~a formal maximal inner product procedu
was used in@5# to obtain a similar sequence of depths!. With
this parametrization, there are eight model parameters an
real data and 19 imaginary data~if the latter are used!. Thus,
there are eight singular values of the (1938 or 3838) in-
version matrixK̂ .

The stability of a matrix can be quantified by the range
singular values. A useful condition number is the ratio of t
minimum to maximum singular values: cond(K̂ )
5lmin /lmax. Figure 12 displays normalized singular valu
(l/lmax) for three different inversion matrices:~1! real data
(VR) with real insulative kernels inK̂ , ~2! real data (VR)
with real conductive kernels (s50.05 S/m! in K̂ , and ~3!
real and imaginary data (VR ,VI) for the real and imaginary
conductive kernels inK̂ . Larger condition numbers~closer to
unity! indicate more stable matrices. As Fig. 12 shows,
use of imaginary data improves the stability ofK̂ apprecia-
bly. More stable matrices yield relatively small noise mag
fication upon inversion because, for example, if the no
level is normally distributed and uncorrelated with const
rms noise levele, then the model covariance matrix isCm
5e2VL22VT. Thus, very small singular values magnify th
effect of noise on the estimated model. This motivates
ranking and winnowing or weighting of the singular valu
to damp or regularize the inversion. IfW is a diagonal
weighting matrix, then, the estimated model will be given

FIG. 12. Normalized singular values (l/lmax) of the NMR in-

version matrix,K̂ , for inversions using three different types of da
with integral kernels constructed for different conductivity stru
tures: ~thin dotted line! real voltage response with insulative ke
nels,~thick dashed line! real voltage response with conductive ke
nels (s50.05 S/m!, and ~solid line! real and imaginary voltage
response for the same conductive kernels. It is evident that the
of both real and imaginary voltage response data greatly impro
the stability of the inversion matrix.
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nv5V~WL21!UTd. ~5.8!

The choice ofW depends on the signal-to-noise~SNR! char-
acteristics of the data set. For NMR surveys with SNR ra
ing from 10 to 100, singular values below aboutlmax/10
should be down weighted or discarded altogether. In the s
thetic results shown here we apply a cosine-shaped weig
the inverse singular values with a value of 1.0 forl
>lmax/10 and 0.0 forl<lmax/100. This damping is appro
priate for fairly high SNR NMR surveys. To simulate noisi
surveys, more severe damping would be necessary.

Figure 13 presents the results of synthetic inversions
three different models of water distribution. In each of t
three models, there is complete saturation (nv51) in a single
horizontal layer~10–20 m, 30–45 m, or 60–80 m! and the
remaining layers are dry (nv50). For each of the input mod
els, noise-free synthetic real (VR) and imaginary (VI) data
are computed with the conductive kernels (s50.05 S/m! and
then inverted in three different ways:~i! real data with real
insulative ~i.e., adiabatic—see Sec. II C! kernels, ~ii ! real
data with real conductive kernels,~iii ! and real and imagi-

se
es

FIG. 13. Results for three synthetic inversions in which noi
free synthetic data computed for a conductive (s50.05 S/m! sub-
surface are inverted for three different single-layer models: cons
and complete saturation at 10–20 m, 30–45 m, and 60–80 m. E
model is inverted in three ways:~1! real data (VR) are inverted with
real insulative kernels,~2! real data are inverted with real condu
tive (s50.05 S/m! kernels, and~3! real and imaginary (VI) data
are inverted with real and imaginary conductive kernels. The leg
relates the line types with the type of inversion. Inversions
subjected to inverse singular value weighting described in the t
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nary data with real and imaginary conductive kernels. Inv
sion ~i! then uses an incorrect kernel, similar to those use
the previous literature@4–6#, and will allow us to estimate
the resulting errors in the inferred water distribution. Op
mally, we would like to use real experimental data here,
as discussed earlier, this is currently unavailable. The c
clusions from this analysis are as follows.~1! Near surface
water~e.g., 10–20 m! can be fairly accurately inferred usin
real data alone. Imaginary data provide little improvem
and the degrading effect of the use of~incorrect! insulative
kernels is relatively small.~2! For water at intermediate
depths~e.g., 30–45 m!, the estimated model begins to d
verge significantly from the input model if insulative kerne
are used. We expect that similar errors are present in
ported inversions of experimental data@4,6# in this depth
range. The use of real data alone with conductive kern
however, remains faithful to the input model.~3! For deep
water ~60–80 m!, the use of insulative kernels is disastrou
The anticorrelation at depth between the real insulative
conductive kernels in Fig. 10 imparts an unphysicalnegative
value to the estimated water density if the insulative kern
are used in the inversion. Positivity constraints on the wa
profile could be applied to overcome this problem, but in a
event the inferred water distribution would be erroneous,
previously reported experimental inversions in this de
range certainly cannot be trusted. The nature of the indu
errors is a function ofad hocchoices of model parametriza
tion, damping, etc. Finally, there is a significant improv
ment in resolution if imaginary data are used, relative
inversions that employ only real data, with the conduct
kernels.

The synthetic inversions shown here ignore many of
practical and theoretical issues that must be confronted i
inversion of data from real NMR surveys. The implicatio
se
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for NMR surveys are clear, however. The ability to estima
the density and distribution of water in the deep subsurf
depends critically on the use of the generalized theory
accurately model the effects of finite conductivity in th
propagating medium. The use of imaginary data stabili
the inversion and provides useful additional informatio
which improves resolution, particularly for deep wate
These implications would be particularly true for strong
conductors, commonly encountered with alkaline entrain
waters, than we have considered here.

In future work, improved inversion methodologies will b
investigated in a variety of SNR regimes for models th
include the effects of vertical variations in conductivity. F
a multilayered conductivity structure, the inverse proble
becomes effectively nonlinear because the conductivity
the propagating medium is a function of the unknown wa
volume fraction~as well as of the chemical composition o
the water and the porosity of the subsurface!. Improved
methodologies will include different model parametrizatio
and regularization schemes, such as the application ofa pri-
ori constraints~such as hard bounds on water volume fra
tion!, more careful characterization of covariances in t
model coefficients, and the use of different transmitter a
receiver geometries. Variations in loop geometries, in p
ticular, away from coincident circles can be used to impro
SNR and to provide more and different kinds of data th
may further stabilize the inversion.
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